We are the Garden Gang & Green Power Recycling Services; we are a non profit making training facility and employer for people with learning disabilities.

We have experienced qualified support staff who work with our teams when carrying out our various contracts, including -

- Garden Maintenance
- Textile collection
- Floral tribute recycling

We will be happy to quote for any garden maintenance jobs that you might have, or discuss any of our recycling commitments. Please ring Linda, Marion or John on 020 8891 7602.
Garden Maintenance
We have contracts within the London Borough of Richmond where our team learn how to use the tools and equipment required for garden maintenance.

Textile Collection
We have a textile collection contract which involves collecting from various bins located around Richmond, Hounslow, Kingston and Hillingdon. Once collected the textiles then get taken to a central point for recycling.

Floral Tribute recycling
We also have a contract with Mortlake Crematorium which involves the collection and recycling of Floral tributes. After collection the tributes are carefully dismantled and the plastic frames prepared for recycling. Following this the flowers are put into compost and the oasis dried and reused in hanging baskets or flower tubs.

We will be happy to quote for any garden maintenance jobs that you might have, or discuss any of our recycling commitments. Please ring Linda, Marion or John on 020 8891 7602.